
Prayer Concerns… 

 

➢ With Carrie Meinhart we pray medical professionals will have 

discernment and wisdom in diagnosing and treating the unknown 

cause of multiple symptom illnesses — for safe and informative 

surgery. 

➢ Pete Schweigert is waiting for a liver transplant. Please pray that 

his health remains stable enough for surgery 

when a donor liver becomes available. (4/17) 

➢ May Van Ort's dear friend passed away April 

9. We seek God’s comfort and grace for this 

time for May and her friend’s family. (4/14)  

➢ We are praying with Duke & Joan Harris that 

7-year-old Sage’s medical issues will be 

identified and a good treatment plan adopted. 
(4/14) 

➢ We join with Andrea Brunetto in seeking 

God's comfort for those who mourn and are 

broken-hearted. We give thanks with her that 

God is touching hard situations and bringing 

restoration. (4/14) 

➢ Jessica Mascolo’s friend, Jamie, has been 

recovering from pulmonary embolisms and 

DVIs. Please pray for healing and freedom from clots. (4/14) 

➢ Families that are struggling need prayer. May God direct them 

and His love surround them. (4/14)  

➢ THANKSGIVING!! God is weaving together the strands of our lives 

into something beautiful. (4/14)  

➢ Lori Shortsleeve's sister-in-law, Donna, is scheduled for surgery 

to remove a mass in her abdomen on April 19. There is a concern 

that they may find cancer. (4/7) 

➢ We are joining Andrea Brunetto in prayer for healing and comfort 

for Joanna, Maurice and Jessica, direction for Jessica S., and 

that the Holy Spirit may get hold of the hearts and thoughts of 

those in addiction and recovery. (4/7) 

➢ Laura Beerle's grandmother is in a lot of 

pain from a herniated disc at the age of 

95. (4/7) 

➢ A young woman named Taylor is facing 

drug addiction. (4/7) 

➢ April Schepisi is recovering from surgery 

and waiting for results to determine the 

next steps for treatment. (4/7) 

➢ PRAISE GOD! The Chile Ministry Team 

has returned after a wonderful week in 

Santiago at the House of Hope and a 

school and orphanage in the 

neighborhood. There were answers to 

prayer every day, beautiful and 

encouraging relationships established, 

improvements made on the property, and 

much spiritual encouragement shared in 

music, testimony and Bible study. (4/8) 

➢ Mission Partners have sent new 

reports! They are posted in the hallway 

opposite the large map.  

Pastor Steward from NE India speaks of 

continued growth of the church. He seeks 

prayer for new believers, and for himself 

and fellow evangelists and their families 

as they continue to witness boldlly for 

Christ.  

Jeremy & Susan Beebout from Iowa 

reflect on a season of new things, 

rejoicing that for the first time in 6 years 

they’ve been able to enjoy Easter in the 

States. They share a good report on the 

medical mission in Niger and seek prayer 

as they consider next steps in their lives. 

April 21 

"He tends his 

flock like a 

shepherd;  

He gathers the 

lambs in his 

arms and 

carries them 

close to his 

heart;  

he gently leads 

those that 

have young." 

Isaiah 40:11 

A Prayer for Comfort 

Lord Jesus, remind us that we 

are not alone, that You are 

walking with us through every 

moment, and that you will be 

there in the moments to come. 

You are Emmanuel, God with us, 

and you will not let us go. 

Praying for healing from cancer… 
We join in earnest prayer for all these, asking 
God to give healing grace and wisdom to all 
aspects of life invaded by cancer: April 
Schepisi; 32-year-old friend; Jean Webster 
(Matt’s mom); Ralph (Nancy Carpenter’s cousin); 
Debbie Haggerty (Wes Van Ort’s cousin); and 
Brian Mattiske. 


